Hello Kathleen,

Thank you for your response. As I had not heard back and I was pretty sure of the answer, I took the liberty of sending my direct comments to the Congressman.

I can appreciate the Congressman's reputation for standing up for conservatism, but this is no longer a matter of politics. This is a matter of Constitutional law.

In this last series events of the 111th Congress I was extremely disappointed that no one took the initiative to declare the whole process of reforming healthcare unconstitutional. I have researched this matter very thoroughly and could not find any authorization by the Constitution to permit Congress to deal with this issue. I find it quite appalling, that just because Congress chooses to take on issues it doesn't mean it has legal authority to do so. The Comment by Nancy Pelosi was one of the most outrageous expression of justification ever uttered. Her response, "Are you kidding?" is as legally valid as her claim to be a patriot.

I find this an over-reach of congressional authority and an abuse of the Constitution of the United States. I am disappointed that no one in Congress had the courage to stand up for the citizens of the united states. Even putting this aside, as John Boehner has so elegantly put it, Congress by this blatant disrespect for the will of the people has shattered the public trust.

In my considered opinion, we are facing the same issue with the eligibility of Mr. Obama. We are in this difficult situation because no member of Congress had the courage to stand up to this excessive abuse of the Constitution. This is a matter of constitutional law and the rule of law.

As Mr. Obama's employer "we the people" have every right to have our question of his eligibility satisfied. This is regardless of any other nonsensical excuses or unacceptable process contrived to hide what appears to be an obvious deception, fraud and gross conspiracy in which all of the legislators, the administration and the courts seem to be involved.

Kathleen, this is a very serious matter; one that will not go away. Speaking for myself but also echoing the sentiments of many of my fellow citizens, I am confident there is a problem with this picture we are being asked to accept. In fact I don't accept it!

This issue, in my mind, I repeat, is clearly a legal issue, not a political issue, and certainly not one to be determined by a popular vote. With no verified legitimate proof of eligibility on record, Congress has not properly vetted Mr. Obama qualifications. Furthermore, this failure to satisfy this critical legal issue, permitted him to illegally seize the control and the command of the United States government. In my opinion, Congress has failed in their responsibility to uphold their legal obligation to protect and defend the constitution.

We are a nation of laws governed by recognized legal processes; certainly not governed by the appeal of any popular notions. Please! Do not treat us as mushrooms on this matter. We demand to know just who is Mr. Obama and from where did he come?

The time has come for the entire 111th Congress to grow a spine and do the right thing by the American people. The time to stand up is NOW!
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On Mar 29, 2010, at 7:07 PM, Hollingsworth, Kathleen wrote:

Mr. Rosner,

You asked if Congressman Rohrabacher "would better appreciate my expressing my concerns straight from the heart without sugar coating or the political correctness spin applied. Am I correct?"

Mr. Rosner, please convey as you wish the matter or matters you wish brought to Congressman Rohrabacher's attention.

Kathleen Hollingsworth

-----Original Message-----
From: Arnie Rosner [mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 5:36 PM
To: Hollingsworth, Kathleen
Cc: Arnie Rosner
Subject: Greetings - A question of preference

Greetings Ms. Hollingsworth,

May your day be filled with sunshine and happiness.

Unfortunately, my concern for our democracy leaves me in a very different state.

Kathleen, this business about the manner in which our government is being run has caused me great distress. I am confident I know where Congressman Rohrabacher stands and I also appreciate his support of our Navy Seals.
At the same time I am also conflicted. I have some very strong feelings about the political situation in Washington. I also feel compelled to share them with the Congressman.

Being the strong individual I believe him to be, I expect we may share similar views and values. In this case, I suspect he would better appreciate my expressing my concerns straight from the heart without sugar coating or the political correctness spin applied. Am I correct?

Please advise.

Arnie
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